Please note that we are a 1029 historic venue with limited room. Certain areas of the building may have restrictions for life safety precautions.

- No set-up opportunities are guaranteed and must be approved by Fox management. Set-ups that obstruct walkways or crowd flow will have to be removed upon request of management.
- Securing to walls in any way is prohibited.
- Power can be limited so please keep this in mind.
- Load in and load out of lobby and arcade spaces is based on approval by Production and may incur additional staffing cost for door access and supervision.
- Tables can be provided by the Fox at no charge. Tables are a standard 6' with cloth and skirting.

TO BE AWARE OF: Metal Detectors

TWO LOCATIONS
- Arcade: This is the main entrance into the lobby. The typical set-up is 3-7 mobile units.
- Roof Entrance: This is the side entrance into the lobby. The typical set-up is 1-2 mobile units.

***ALL ARCADE & LOBBY LOCATIONS MUST BE APPROVED BY DIRECTOR OF EVENTS***

Rachel Bomeli: rachel.bomeli@foxtheatre.org
FRONT OF HOUSE LOBBY

MAIN LOBBY FACING TOWARD SPANISH ROOM

MAIN LOBBY FACING SMOKING PORCH / PONCE DE LEON ENTERANCE
FRONT OF HOUSE LOBBY MERCHANDISE SPACE

MAIN LEVEL LOBBY MERCH SETUP SPACE

MAIN LEVEL LOBBY MERCH SETUP SPACE
FRONT OF HOUSE MEZZALINE LEVEL MERCHANDISE SPACE

MEZZAINE LEVEL 2nd FLOOR - MERCHANDISE SETUP LOCATION

MEZZAINE LEVEL 2nd FLOOR - MERCHANDISE SETUP LOCATION